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FROM THE VICE PRESIDENT
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From the Vice-President

Dear MAANZ Members

Yes, t’is I, your reclusive VP. I have given the President some time off from her usual 
eMag duties so that I can bring you an update on preparations for our 2021 
Symposium.

As you will be aware, the Symposium this year will be going online and will therefore 
be in a somewhat truncated form to our usual biennial gatherings. Some members 
have expressed disappointment in this decision, but the committee trusts that our 
members will understand the need for it to happen this way until the world can 
navigate its way back to some kind of post-COVID new normal.

It is my pleasure to announce Julie Sperling as our Keynote Speaker and, our theme for 
the Symposium – Revolution: Evolution. With the world being in such a state of flux 
and multiple complex issues vying for our attention on a daily basis, it seems that 
revolution and evolution are more relevant than ever. Change is happening, whether 
we like it or not. The challenge for us as artists, hobbyists and members of many 
different mosaic communities, is how do we keep our art relevant in today’s rapidly 
changing world? How do we as artists contribute solutions to the many problems we 
are facing? These are big questions and touch only the tip of the iceberg. Of course, 
we always like to keep our themes very broad, and I am excited to see how our guest 
speakers will interpret the topic and what ideas they will present.

The details and structure of the online format are still being determined, but please 
mark October in your diary as a likely date. We will keep you posted and look forward 
to your participation!

Luna
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The Shire of Boddington, approximately 
150km south-east of Perth, has been 
embarking on a town beautification 
program. As part of this program it was 
proposed that a number of art installations 
be mounted in various locations around 
town. 

In early 2019, the town’s mosaic group was 
approached to create a mosaic mural 
utilising grant funds provided by the 
Royalties for Regions Arts Partnership 
Program. The grant focused on a mentorship 
for the Coordinator of the local Arts Council 
Mosaic Group, Cindy Mulcahy, and also 
aimed to increase the knowledge and skill 
levels of local artists. Dorothy Burke, mosaic 
teacher and State Coordinator of WA for 
MAANZ was approached and secured as 
the mentor.

This was a very exciting project to be 
involved in as it aimed to develop the 
knowledge and skills of local community 
members rather than engaging an
established artist to produce the
mosaic mural.
 
The brief for the project was for the 
fabrication and installation of a mosaic 
mural representing flora and fauna of the 
local area and measuring approximately 
eight metres long and three metres wide. 
The town already had a small and 
enthusiastic mosaic group but had never 
attempted anything like the brief for the 
project.

Following the development of the proposal 
by Dorothy and Cindy and its acceptance by 
Council, work began on what was to 
become a two-year journey.

boddington shire's town beautification program
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The first steps were to decide on the design 
and importantly, the main elements to be 
included. Following much discussion and 
consultation with community members an 
extensive list of birds, creatures and flora 
was agreed to. Then the process to be 
utilised decided. As the mural was to be 
installed on an external masonry wall in a 
public space, the decision was made to 
fabricate on mesh and then mount on 
boards prior to final installation. Originally, 
the mesh was to be installed straight to the 
wall. However, during fabrication the 
condition of the proposed wall was 
questioned and an alternative site identified. 
In the end, a wall was constructed in the 
redeveloped park and foreshore and is a 
significantly better site.

A workshop was held for those who were 
going to be involved in the creation of the 
mosaic to demonstrate cutting and laying 
styles and to explain the fabrication process. 
Decisions were made about colour for tiles 
(all ceramic) and a timetable developed. 
Who would have known that COVID would 
intervene and push the timelines out by 
several months?

The small team of six core members then 
took on their largest mosaic challenge and 
met weekly to create the mosaic. Cindy 
coordinated their work in keeping with the 
agreed design, process and timeframe. 
Dorothy travelled to Boddington on a 
fortnightly basis for the first few months and 
when the team were confident to work more 
independently, the visits were reduced to 
monthly. In the early days, another 
experienced pair of hands joined the team in 
the form of MAANZ member, Margie Bowes 
who travelled with Dorothy and continued to

Dorothy Burke &Cindy Mulcahy
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Completed mural

volunteer her expertise until the end.

There were a few lows during the 18 
months of the project. Particularly lock 
down during COVID and two changes to 
the site for the finished mural. These 
changes necessitated recalculations of 
the measurements for the design 
resulting in elements being removed and 
others added to fit the location size. 
Fortunately, there were many more highs. 
The regular visitors to the art centre to 
check out the mosaic, the positive 
feedback from the community and the 
satisfaction felt by the team when a panel 
was completed. However, nothing can 
match the elation felt when the mosaic 
was finally on the wall.

The installation took three full days. 
DAY 1 saw the mounting of 13 panels. 
Roughly 20 tubes of liquid nails, 80 bolts 
and six hours of drilling saw the panels on 
the wall. This work was the responsibility 
of the Shire.

In the afternoon we got to work covering 
the 80 bolt holes with tiles and started 
filling in the joins with pre-mosaiced 
sections to create a seamless mural.

DAY 2 saw temperatures reach 36 
degrees. It was a full day of filling in the 
panel gaps – lots of tile nipping, sweating 
and boiling body temperatures. 

Fabricating the mural
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The final clean and polish was carried out 
with an audience of local community 
members’ eager to see the finished product. 
I think that it is fair to say that they love it.
 
 To cap off this amazing achievement by the 
team of mosaicists at Boddington Arts 
Council, their efforts were recognised when 
they were the proud recipients of the 
Boddington Shire Australia Day Community 
Award and Cindy, their coordinator, was 
presented with the Australia Day Citizen of 
the Year Award. 

MAANZ now has four new members from 
the team.

We were all grateful to café staff who put 
some money on the ice-cream bar that 
afternoon. As time was critical, we worked 
until the sun set. Many locals stopped by 
that evening as it was also ‘Picnic in the 
Park’. Their words of praise kept us going, 
along with the live music being played on 
the foreshore. We were happy but very tired.

DAY 3 – grouting day. Four wonderful 
husbands joined the crew to see the project 
finish on Sunday 13th December 2020. The 
day started off with sprinkles of rain and did 
not see the the temperature rise above 20 
degrees. The wind was relentless. A stark 
contrast to the day before. After grouting, 
the edges also needed sealing with 
adhesive to ensure this masterpiece outlives 
us all.

The team with the completed mural
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Grout day

Laying out the mural prior to installation

Fabrication
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Depthfinder by Sonia King



One of the best things I can tell you is 
that the minute you finish a mosaic, set 
the price. As soon as you post a pic or 
show anyone, you’ll be asked the cost. 
Knowing the price means you can 
answer the question with confidence, 
consistency and the knowledge that you 
haven’t miscalculated. You can always 
choose to give a “friends and family 
discount” without losing money because 
you’ve accounted for everything, 
including profit.

There are many things to consider when 
setting the price. The standard pricing 
formula is “percentage of fixed costs 
plus variable costs equals price”. Fixed 
costs are expenses that do not change 
in proportion to a project like rent, 
insurance, utilities, telephone, website, 
printing, accountant, etc. Variable costs 
change with the project and include 
materials, labour (time for design, 
creation, materials acquisition, 
installation, etc.), profit and sales 
commissions. You can choose to factor in 
all those components or you can leave 
some out, but make it an informed 
decision. If you choose to exclude rent 
because you’re working out of a spare 
bedroom, remember that decision if you 
get some big projects and have to rent 
space. It can change your whole pricing 
structure and your customers may not 
accept it.

There are many approaches to 
developing a pricing strategy but here 
I’m going to focus on basic principles as 
they apply to mosaic artwork. Pricing for 
commissions is a separate subject that 
includes contracts, installations, etc. It’s 
important to understand that pricing is 
just one part of selling your work. 
Marketing, developing a strong and 
distinctive style, sourcing materials, 
designing a website and more are part 
of selling mosaic art. In my workshops, 
the business of art is about a four-hour 
discussion so this is just an introduction.

It’s important to understand that almost 
all of us underprice our work. I think the 
thing we have in common as mosaic 
artists is the ability to live in a high state 
of denial. “I ordered enough materials.” 
“Sure, that’s enough time to create a big 
mosaic wall.” “I charged enough money 
for that.” Hah!

If something isn’t selling and it’s been 
marketed well and to the right target 
audience, chances are the price is too 
low. (Marketing is a separate topic. ) If 
we don’t value our work, no one else will 
either. The perception of most 
consumers that a relatively high price is 
a sign of good quality. Many times I’ve 
suggested raising the price to former 
students who complain that something 
isn’t selling. And then it sells.
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Sonia King

The Art of Pricing
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There are two basic kinds of pricing: 
commodity and perceived value. An 
example of commodity pricing is the cost 
of tile by the square meter. Perceived 
value is what someone is willing to pay 
for something they love. As artists, we 
want our work to be based on perceived 
value. High quality, distinctive work, good 
marketing and consistency support 
perceived value pricing. That means the 
price of a mosaic is the same whether it’s 
sold through a gallery, an exhibition or out 
of your studio. Consider all the various 
ways your work might sell and build the 
highest commission into the price.
 
The price is the same whether the work is 
bought from a gallery or direct from the 
studio. In other words, if you sell the work 
direct, don’t discount the price. You won’t 
have a gallery for long if you undercut 
them. And if you sell direct you’ve earned 
the sales commission. You spent the time 
making the sale, putting up the website, 
entering shows, etc. And most 
importantly, pricing consistency lets the 
public understand how to value your 
work.

Some may not need to make a living from 
their artwork but pricing is still important. 
Selling for the cost of materials so you 
can make more art is a faulty strategy 
and a disservice to the art form we love. 

The public doesn’t understand the value 
of mosaic art already. Selling for the cost 
of materials sends the message that 
cheap tabletops from Taiwan are what 
mosaics are worth. Is this really what we 
want people to think? And is selling your 
work for its true value so bad? You can 
always take the profit and spend it at the 
MAANZ conference or attend an 
international workshop. I’d love to work 
with you at one of mine!

Sonia King
www.mosaicworks.com

Sonia King’s award- winning mosaic art is exhibited internationally and represented 
in private, public and museum collections. Sonia teaches advanced workshops 
around the world and wrote the bestselling book Mosaic Techniques & Traditions.

“ I f  we  d o n ’ t  v a l u e  o u r  wo r k ,  n o  o n e  
e l s e  w i l l  e i t h e r . ”

https://www.mosaicworks.com/


Mosaic Bombing

I have been mosaic bombing for over 
five years now, it is a form of guerrilla 
art where mosaics are placed in public 
places. Most of my mosaics are in 
parks around my local area and are 
done covertly and without official 
approval. I do it because I love public 
art and I like the surprise of coming 
upon something unexpected, an 
anonymous offering to the world. 
Though some of the pieces stand alone 
I have done two series of repeated 
pieces, blue banded bees and ants. I 
have currently made over 20 blue 
banded bees, sometimes they fly 
together up a factory wall in formation 
like the ducks on the wall common in 
1950s lounge rooms, sometimes they 
are out there on their own.

Some of these blue banded bee 
mosaics are on sewerage outlet boxes 
next to the Merri creek, accompanied 
by a mosaic of some flax lilies, one of 
the bees’ food sources. Because of 
them, I was fortunate to receive a grant 
from the Inner North Community 
Foundation through the Friends of 
Merri Creek, a lovely group of people 
who donate their time to looking after 
our waterways. There are sewerage 
outlet boxes dotted all along the Merri 
creek to deal with overflow during 
floods. They are ugly cement boxes. 
The grant asked for some art to cover 
which highlighted our local flora and 
fauna in the time of Corona when our 
local green spaces are getting utilised 
more.

Kyra Smith

There is a lovely bend in the creek where 
some rocks go out into the water, a 
fantastic point to search for creek 
creatures, next to which I placed a mosaic 
of eight river bugs that might be spotted 
by a keen eye. The pieces were made on 
mesh at home with a variety of materials, 
some which had been donated by locals 
who have seen me mosaicking at other 
points in the suburb. They are always 
quite chuffed when they see their old 
dinner plates or bathroom tiles end up on 
a wall.

I did a lot of online searching into local 
water bugs to find detailed pictures to 
work from. It was a little difficult as they 
are not the poster children of the insect 
world. The Melbourne waterways website 
was very useful with some interesting 
information on their personalities and 
habits so I felt I was getting to know the 
creatures better. I used a fair bit of artistic 
licence with my colour choices as most 
water bugs  are mainly different versions 
of brown, not necessarily the best colour 
to make a mosaic pop. Dragonflies may 
grow up to be brightly coloured and 
patterned but as larvae, not so much. 

I drew each of the eight bugs quite large 
then spent some time painting with water 
colours segmenting them into separate 
tesserae. Having planned each bug to this 
extent helped a lot when I started to 
mosaic. Each bug was placed in a circle to 
suggest they were under a microscope,
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At one point in the bike path there lives a 
magpie who, during nesting season 
becomes rather aggressive. I placed a 
magpie mosaic in a yellow and red 
“warning” frame to remind passers-by to 
take heed.

Finally, I placed a trail of ants crawling 
over the sewerage box similar to the ones 
I have dotted around the bike paths and 
parks of Coburg North. These ants made 
from cut up beer bottles had come upon 
an abandoned bottle top, Corona of 
course!

If you would like to see more pictures of 
the project and more of my mosaic 
bombing please look on Instagram under 
@kyramaniac or Kyra Smith Mosaics on 
Facebook.

joining all my circles together with some 
central lettering to look like a classroom 
science poster. I was very keen to have 
each bug named. This was rather difficult 
due to the scale of the project. A potter 
friend helped me to make labels from clay 
which were then glazed and fired. Due to 
time constraints, I filled the area between 
the bug and its border with white cement 
adhesive. Initially I was intending to 
dapple this with a sponge and a green 
tint for a watery finish but liked the stark 
white too much. In hindsight this may not 
have been the best decision as we have 
had a lot of rain since they were installed 
and the white has started to discolour.
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Kyra Smith
Kyra Smith Mosaics
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The FAC Session

Kyra is a mosaic graffiti artist based in Melbourne who enjoys 
mosaic bombing as it creates art which, rather than being sought 

after, is discovered by its viewer.

https://www.facebook.com/Kyra-Smith-mosaics-100281165158840
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When I first joined MAANZ in about 2010 
I was excited to connect with people who 
like myself were passionate about 
mosaic. It was not until 2011 when I 
attended my first symposium that I knew I 
had found my clan. I had never been part 
of a group of individuals who were as 
happy and open with their knowledge 
and so warm and friendly and funny!

Over the years, I have come to know and 
share time with the talented women in 
this article. I am so proud to have 
watched them over the last nine years 
develop as artists and the extraordinary 
work they create. Their successes 
continue to grow both locally and 
internationally.

Congratulations to our MAANZ members 
who were selected to be part of the 
prestigious Mosaic Arts International

Reps' Reports:
Francessca O'Donnell (NSW)

exhibition which is virtual this year. To 
view the exhibition head to the website.

 I was so delighted to read that many 
mosaic artworks from the 54 selected 
internationally were our MAANZ 
members, five of which were from NSW.

Congratulations also goes to Saskia 
Kremer who is the 2020 Oro Mosaic 
Award winner. Saskia will use the funds 
to advance her mosaic practice through 
experimentation blending painting, 
drawing and mosaic techniques to create 
a body of work to be exhibited in 2021 at 
a Sydney gallery. Reps' Reports: 

NSW
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Caitlin Hepworth – ‘The Dock Mural’, Architectural and site 
specific category

Marian Shapiro – ‘No Place Like home’ Fine art Category

https://mosaicartsinternational.americanmosaics.org/


Reps' Reports:
Francessca O'Donnell (NSW)
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Caitlin Hepworth and Marian Shapiro - 'Australia at The 
Ruins USA 2020'. Architectural and site specific 
category

Caitlin Hepworth - ‘Losing Touch’'. Fine art 
category.

Kate Butler -  ‘Solastalgia'. Fine art category



MAANZ Qld Meetup 
When:  10.00am Sunday April 24th 2021 
Where: Studio OzMosaics    Cnr 492 
Cavendish Rd & Arlington St, Coorparoo 
Q 4151
RSVP: Sandy Robertson  07 38474873 or 
sandy@ozmosaics.com.au

Queensland members are invited to 
morning tea for a general catch-up, 
exciting mural presentation and 
discussion on the Queensland MAANZ 
state exhibition 2022. The Red Hill 
Gallery closed during COVID, so we need 
to find a new venue for our branch 
exhibition. Please bring venue ideas to 
the meeting or email me. 

In January, I attended a Brisbane City 
COuncil presentation on a mural installed 
at Anzac Square (researched by the 
Queensland State Library). The mural is

Reps' Reports:
Sandy Robertson (QLD)

emotional, incredible and huge (30 sq m). 
It is all Italian smalti and made by a 
Queensland artist/dentist. It’s a very 
interesting story. The mural is only open 
for viewing during January each year (a 
diary date to keep for a meetup in 2022). 
The rest of the year it is covered up.
 
I have a copy of the presentation with 
video clips and photos to share with you 
at the April meetup. It covers the artist, 
making of the mural, original installation, 
relocation, a visiting Italian master and 
more. I hope you can come along: the 
artist and the mural are inspiring. The 
mural even has a secret signature to be 
discovered.
 
I hope to see you there. I am looking 
forward to hearing of all your mosaic 
making etc over the past 12 months. I 
wish you all the best with your mosaic 
making in 2021.
 
Keep well and COVID safe.
 
Cheers

Reps' Reports: 
QLD
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Reps' Reports:
Kristin Wohlers (SA)

Reps' Reports: 
SA
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This summer has been rather more 
relaxed than 2020 – though we still 
had a few fires in the state. I hope that 
everyone has had a good break. 
Mosaics are certainly happening in 
South Australia. 
 
The first big event was Patritti Brighton 
Jetty Exhibition, where a huge variety 
of artists participated. Mosaics were 
very well presented with Carol Hill’s 
sculptural pieces Regeneration, Kristin 
Wohlers’ 2D exhibits and a very 
popular kaleidoscope, Margret Welch’s 
Garden Balls, Melissa Duncan’s 
Wanderlust, Colin Sigal’s A Brighton 
Summer. 

At the moment our state is enjoying 
almost normal circumstances, which 
allows us to run workshops and 
exhibitions. The next big event in SA is 
South Australian Living Artists (SALA)

from 1st – 31st August all over the 
state. I cannot recommend enough to 
visit SA (COVID permitting) in that 
month.

South Australia is having a state 
exhibition in September 2021. The 
theme is ‘BOLD and BEAUTIFUL’. Here 
are the details: 
 
Exhibition Dates: Friday 2nd 
September to Friday 24th September

Opening and awards presentation: 
Friday 3rd September at 6pm
 
Location: Pepper St Arts Centre, 558 
Magill Rd Magill SA 5072
 
Gallery opening hours: Tues-Fri 10am-
5pm, Sat 12noon-5pm

1716

Wanderlust by Melissa Duncan

Kaleidoscope by Kristin Wohlers

file:///usr/local/www/flipsnack.com/code/exports/u3yvlee95e_1615881523697/page-18.html
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Registration will start on 15th April, 
entries closing date: Sunday 8th 
August. As at 15th April, there will be a 
Facebook page called ‘South 
Australian Mosaics’ with all the details. 
Everyone is welcome to participate. 
The fee will be $25 for each entry. More 
details along with a registration link 
will be available from 15th April. 

On Sunday 4th September Mosaic Art 
Talks: A new initiative in Adelaide by a 
group of enthusiastic mosaicists will 
share their wealth of knowledge and 
experience that exists here in South 
Australia, and to demonstrate the wide 
variety of possibilities of this most 
ancient art form. This is a wonderful 
opportunity to meet other mosaicists, 
add to your knowledge, observe new 
possibilities, ask questions, and best of 
all, share the love of mosaics.
 
The day will be packed full of 
information, making connections, 
seeing what’s possible, presentations, 
a Q & A session, demonstrations of a 
variety of tools, techniques and 
products.

Reps' Reports:
Kristin Wohlers (SA)
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Colin Sigal's A Brighton Summer

Garden Balls by Margaret Welch

Regeneration by Carol Hill

file:///usr/local/www/flipsnack.com/code/exports/u3yvlee95e_1615881523697/page-19.html


Reps' Reports:
Sue Leitch (TAS)

Reps' Reports: 
TAS
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Mosaic workshop – Heemskirk Community 
Garden

About the time we go live with the eNews 
we will be holding an intergenerational 
workshop for members of the Warrane 
Mornington community to add to the work 
MAANZ members did in a workshop at 
the 2017 MAANZ Mosaic Symposium in 
Hobart, led by Bev Plowman.

This has been a long time coming- it was 
due to be held this time last year but it 
was delayed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The older people for the 
workshop are from the day centre at 
Regis Mornington and students of Eastern 
Lutheran College will be working with 
them on bases prepared by Bev Plowman 
The theme is based on Tasmanian flora 
and fauna.    The Warrane Mornington 
Neighbourhood house is an integral part 
of the local community and the Heemskirk

community garden where the mural will 
be finally installed is a great example of a 
community working together to grow food 
and create a space that can be shared by 
all. Intergenerational projects have a great 
role to play in creating stronger 
communities where all ages are respected 
and valued.   Shared learning, and shared 
joy.

MAANZ members have already added to 
the garden with mosaics installed in tree 
stumps, to mark the space where some 
fruit trees had been stolen.  The fruit trees 
have since been replaced and the tree 
stumps have new homes in the garden.
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MAANZ  V I C  B RANCH
N E E D S  A  N EW

REPRESENTATIVE!
D o  y o u  h a v e  w h a t  i t  t a k e s ?

 
O f  c o u r s e  y o u  d o !

 
M o r e  i n f o  o n  t h e  M A A N Z  w e b s i t e .

https://maanz.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/EOI-Branch-Representative.pdf


It has been a slow start to the year 
thanks to COVID. However, last week 
we were fortunate to hold our first 
gathering for 2021. We are also in the 
process of putting together the rest of 
the program for 2021.

Bushfires
At the beginning of February, Perth 
experienced devastating bushfires and 
many homes were lost. Sadly, we 
received the very bad news that our 
member Maureen Williams had lost her 
beautiful home in Gidgegannup. The 
Moggies (our group of members in the 
hills) have been rallying around 
Maureen and providing support. We 
are thankful that Maureen is safe and

Reps' Reports:
Dorothy Burke (WA)

hope that we will see her and the rest 
of Moggies soon.

 February Event - Recap
We returned to one of our favourites 
for lunch.

On February 10 an enthusiastic group 
of 12 met for lunch at the Rose and 
Crown Hotel in Guildford. It was great 
to catch up again and as usual there 
was much chat and sharing of ideas 
for our year’s program.

Covid Quilt
The plan was for us to work on putting 
the quilt together during down time at 
the exhibition. Of course, this did not 
happen due to the many visitors 
through the gallery. So we still have the 
squares to put together and to find a 
suitable NFP organisation to donate it 
to. To finalise this project, a social 
mosaic day is planned at Victoria Park 
Centre for the Arts. All materials to 
complete the quilt will be provided.
 
What: Social Mosaic Day
When: Thursday 18 March  
10.00am     to 3.00pm
Where: Victoria Park Centre for the  
Arts, 12, Kent Street, East Victoria Park
Cost: $10 per person to cover venue 
hire and refreshments
Bring: Lunch and mosaic tools. Own 
project if preferred
RSVP: By 15 March
 
Guests welcome.

Reps' Reports: 
WA
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Pat, Margaret, Elaine and Helen catching up at the Rose 
& Crown



Reps' Reports:
Dorothy Burke (WA)

All accommodation is twin share with 
ensuite facilities. Attendees are 
requested to contribute to meals and 
workshops are additional cost. 
Further details will be available soon.

MAANZ Biennial Symposium - 
Update
As you may be aware, the MAANZ (in 
person) Symposium should have been 
held later this year. However, it is 
another victim of COVID and the 
decision has been made by the 
National Executive to hold an on line 
symposium instead. Details are being 
finalised and should be released 
shortly.

Happy Mosaicing
Dorothy

Opus Oracle 21

Boddington Mosaic
It was wonderful to be in Boddington 
on Australia Day to see the mosaic 
team receive the Boddington Australia 
Day Community Award for their 
beautiful mosaic and their Coordinator, 
Cindy Mulcahy receive the Citizen of 
the Year Award.

Hotham Park, where the mosaic is 
located, will be officially opened on 
Thursday 25 March. A visit to view the 
mosaic and our Boddington members 
is planned for sometime soon.

Congratulations to all in Boddington.

Red Gum Retreat
We cancelled last year but will be back 
for this very popular event but note the 
change of dates.

I am pleased to confirm that Red Gum 
Retreat is booked for our retreat. The 
format and cost will follow that of 
previous years and further information 
will be released shortly. However, 
expressions of interest to attend are 
now open. Please let me know if you 
wish to reserve a place. Please note 
that a $50 deposit will be required to 
reserve your place.

What: Mosaic Retreat
Where: Red Gum Retreat, Dwellingup
When: August 9 to 12 (three nights)
Cost: $300 per person for 
accommodation

Margaret and Wanda catching up for lunch at  the 
Rose & Crown
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MEMBERS'    

CAROL HELLMERS

1. 2020 Smashed” - a work that was inspired by the workshop with 
Kelley Knickerbocker and Kelley's BAMM 2020 challenge, working with 
one material.  I’m also attaching the one material, a damaged vase 

2. “Living Art” - I’d never done any work with half cups before so a new 
project for me which I enjoyed. 

3. "2020 Blues" - a piece which began by making my version of the 
corona virus on mesh (a 2020 BAMM challenge), then mounting on ply, 
adding the background tile and electric blue grout.

4. “Renewal” - this piece contains a chunk of bushfire ravaged timber, a 
real moth (that died of natural causes in my mosaic studio), some 
airdry clay fashioned into leaves, and a bit of bling glass.

1

2

3

4
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       GALLERY

Here is a small piece 30 x 
30cm
 
Made from beachcombing 
shells, glass etc, stained 
glass and mirror.
 
This was made for a brother 
who has a band and surfs.
 
The view from the seat is his 
local beach looking out to 
Kapiti Island, New Zealand.
 
Also a pic of the 'boys' on the 
seat.

LYNETTE 
INGRAM
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PAID ADVERTISING

http://www.hughesstudio.com.au/
https://cetta-pilati.com.au/


PRESIDENT VICE PRESIDENT

YOUR 2021 MAANZ TEAM

TREASURER SECRETARY

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

BRANCH REPRESENTATIVES

Noula 
Diamantopoulos

Luna Cameron-
Parrish

David Lacey Sue Leitch

NSW QLD SA

TAS

Francessca O'Donnell Sandy Robertson Kristin Wohlers

Sue Leitch
WA

NEW ZEALAND

VIC

Dorothy Burke

Sitara Morgenster

Position Open
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Contact your MAANZ team 
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YOUR 2021 MAANZ TEAM
COMMITTEE APPOINTEES & ORDINARY MEMBERS

OPUS ORACLE 
EDITOR

EDUCATION & 
COMMUNITY 

OFFICER
Caitlin Hepworth

Kim Grant

Beate Linkelmann Bev Plowman

Opus Oracle

NSW: nswrep@maanz.org PRESIDENT: 
president@maanz.org

NZ: nzrep@maanz.org VICE PRESIDENT: 
vicepresident@maanz.org

QLD: qldrep@maanz.org TREASURER: 
treasurer@maanz.org

SA: sarep@maanz.org SECRETARY: 
secretary@maanz.org

TAS: tasrep@maanz.org OPUS ORACLE EDITOR: 
newsletter@maanz.org

VIC: vicrep@maanz.org
EDUCATION & COMMUNTIY 

OFFICER: 
education@maanz.org

WA: warep@maanz.org  



EXHIBITIONS/EVENTS/OPPORTUNITIES/OTHER NEWS

Have a community event/opportunity that you 
know about? Know of upcoming, relevant 

exhibitions? 
Send details to newsletter@maanz.org and we'll 

include them here!
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NEW MEMBERS
NSW  NZ QLD VIC WA INT'L

Phillipa 
Enever

Cheryl 
Bigus

Sharon 
Anderson

Liz 
Davidson

Christine 
Joyce

Pakista
n

Robyn 
Fitzroy

Claire 
Lever   

Sussana 
Bessel-
Browne

Auon 
Rasa

    Robyn 
O'Brien  

    Christine 
Gardiner  

    Devika 
Reddy  
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https://www.facebook.com/Mosaic-Association-of-Australia-and-New-Zealand-MAANZ-114290011965801/
https://www.instagram.com/maanzmosaic
https://www.maanz.org/

